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Busy Technology and Razor Network 
announce partnership

Busy Technology is happy to reveal its strategic collaboration with 

Razor Network. Through this integration, Razor Network will provide 

bridge solutions for the Busy network with a trusted and uninterrupted 

feed from the various blockchain. This also means that the DApps on 

Busy can use the Integrated Razor Oracle and Razor Network will act as 

the most obvious and logical option as the data feed provider for Busy 

Network users.

. . .

About Razor Network
Razor Network is blockchain agnostic and truly decentralized, making 

the process of procuring off-chain data economical, reliable, and free 

from game theoretical attacks. Based on the PoS consensus 

mechanism, Razor punishes misbehaving nodes through strict Slashing 

penalties, ensuring the fidelity of the data transmitted to the 

blockchain through Razor’s oracle nodes.
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Telegram Group: https://t.me/razornetwork 

Website: https://razor.network/ 

Twitter: https://twitter.com/razor_network 

Medium: https://medium.com/razor-network 

Github: https://github.com/razor-network

. . .

About Busy Technology
Through this integration, Razor Network will provide smart contracts 

on Moonbeam with a trusted and uninterrupted feed from the 

Ethereum Mainnet. This means that the DApps on Moonbeam can use 

the Integrated Razor oracle as well.

Busy DAO is an engine for B2C/C2C platforms with cutting-edge 

blockchain technology, DeFi solutions, Utility Staking, and NFTs.

Many new platforms can be built on the Busy DAO Engine as 

Blockchain Engine will be available to everyone who will see an 

advantage in it through Smart Contracts — fast, scalable, and without 

expensive fees.

The project aims to create an ecosystem of global decentralized and 

exclusive platforms in the first stage focused on the gig economy that 

will compete with the current centralized giants with exclusivity, 

offered quality of services, and benefits associated with 

decentralization.

. . .

Stay Busy & Join Revolution Today!
If you are interested in the Busy solution, check our website 

https://www.busy.technology!

Social Media: 
Twitter: https://twitter.com/Busy_Technology 

Telegram: https://t.me/busy_official 

Medium: https://medium.com/busytechnology/ 

Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-ujH8qdQ-

A6bLT6quR0pvQ 

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/busy-technology 
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Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/busytechnology 

Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/busy.technology/ 

Reddit: https://www.reddit.com/user/busy_blockchain
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